[Diagnostic and therapeutical analysis of orbital neurilemomas].
Objective: To explore and summarize the clinical manifestation, iconographic characterizations, principles of diagnosis and treatment of orbital neurilemomas. Methods: Retrospective case series study. A total of 112 patients diagnosed with orbital neurilemomas and received surgery at Tianjin Eye Hospital from January 2002 to December 2016 were included. The clinical symptoms, eye signs, imageological examination, diagnosis treatment and prognosis of the patients were analyzed. SPSS 21.0 software was used to describe age and follow-up time. Results: In the 112 cases, 48 cases were male, 64 cases were female. At the time of diagnosis, the age of patients ranged from 13 to 73 years. The mean age at diagnosis was (40±4) years. B ultrasound scan was applied in all 112 cases, results revealed round, elliptical, beaded, and irregular shaped lesion in orbit with clear boundary, which was characterized with poor echo, strong sonolucency, and mild compressibility. CT scan was also applied in all 112 cases. The lesions were elliptical, lobulated, S-shaped, or peanut shaped, primarily characterized with evenly high density and a few with the low density fluidized region. MRI was applied in 54 cases. T(1) weighted image (T(1)WI) showed medium signal in all lesions. T(2) weighted image (T(2)WI) showed high, mixed and medium signal. Surgical approaches included lateral orbitotomy in 75 cases, and anterior orbitotmy in 37 cases. Average follow-up time was (64.3±4.1) months. Surgical complications included vison loss (in 3 cases), postoperation ptosis (in 16 cases), and disturbance of eyeballs movement (in 9 cases), while 6 cases involved with recurrence. Conclusions: Orbital schwannoma is mostly characterized with benign solid orbital lesions. Orbital CT examination results of orbital schwannoma are mainly characterized with ellipsoid or beaded mass along the anterior posterior axis of orbit, while a few of tumors showed low density liquefaction areas. T(1)WI shows medium signal in most lesions, and T(2)WI shows mixed signal in most lessions. Histopathologic examination is the basis for confirmation of diagnosis. The recurrence rate is lower after the complete resection of the tumor. Postoperative radiotherapy could be used for controlling the recurrence. (Chin J Ophthalmol, 2018, 54: 509-514).